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Deepavali marks the victory 
of Lord Rama over Ravana 

and return to Ayodhya. Over time 
the Deepawali is celebrated as a 
day when the good triumphs over 
evil. It is also an occasion when 
we reconnect to the puritanical 
Sanaatan society and its values and 
ethics. Deepawali also symbolizes 
a new beginning – of Ram Rajya, 
that may well resonate with our new 
initiatives.

Ushering in the Deepawali celebrations as part of new 
beginnings, Culture & Heritage committee has so assiduously 
put together ‘Deepawali, Our Heritage’ program in 
collaboration with ICCR [Indian Council for Cultural 
Relations] on the 31st of October 2021. This is followed 
up a grand North Eastern Cultural Festival starting 12th 
November 2021 through 14th November 2021, organized 
by the Culture & Heritage Committee in partnership with 
Ministries of Tourism, Culture & DONER [Development 
of North Eastern Region] and ICCR.

The Club is now getting ready to participate in the ‘Azadi 
ka Amrit Mahotsav’ 75 years of India’s independence with a 
series of activities that would span across until 15th of August 
2022.
As the very first initiative of the Club, leading military 
commanders and diplomats with intimate knowledge 
of Afghanistan participated is a discussion on events in 

Afghanistan and its possible impact on India and our possible 
response, under the aegis of National Defence Dialog on 
the 9th October 2021. There is another such event coming 
up next month discussing South China Sea and the Quad.
The Events committee is organizing another high energy 
program on 6th November 2021 followed by a Vintage car 
rally in partnership with Heritage Motoring Club of India.
The sports subcommittee is setting up of National Centre 
of Excellence for Tennis in partnership with the AITA [All 
India Tennis Association], a national federation with two 
national tournaments having been allotted to your club – 
and many more to come.
There is indeed much more to share about the high quality 
efforts being made by all subcommittees, but presently I have 
confined to activities of the sub committees connected with 
Deepawali, Culture, Heritage, Events, Sports and National 
Defence Dialog.
So, this truly is a new beginning symbolising wholesomely 
the spirit and essence of Deepawali. On this occasion, 
I also wish to congratulate all the chairpersons of sub 
committees and their members for having so passionately 
and enthusiastically taken up the challenge.
As I wish Shubh Deepawali to all members and club users, 
members of the staff and senior management and all families, 
I must also compliment the Literary, Editorial and Library 
Sub Committee for the efforts they have made in bringing 
the activity back to life. 
Deepawali is also known as Anand Parv. So, on this occasion 
I wish you Anand, good Health and Happiness.
Jai Hind….
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Independence Day Celebration
The Indian Flag was hoisted at Kashmir Lawns on 15th August. Members and staff 
joined in the celebrations strictly following the Covid appropriate protocol.
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National Defence Dialogue
The first edition of the ‘National Defence Dialogue’ on “Afghanistan: The Way Ahead”, was held on 9th October.
It was an interactive event, with audience participation, in a hybrid manner, both as a live ‘Panel Discussion’ in the premises 
of the Delhi Gymkhana Club as well as digitally, through a real-time ‘Live’ Web-Transmission.

BRIDGE RESULTS - PAIRS

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

1 Mrs. Meera Singh - Mr. Vivan Khupchand
2 Mrs. Veena Viswanathan - Brig Vijay Sawhney
3 Mr. M  P  Agrawala  -  Mr. Sunil Sud
4 Mrs. Madhu Kochar  -  Mrs. Rupi Majithea 

1 Mrs. Gopika Tandon - Mr. Arun Jain
2 Mrs. Reena Singh - Mr. Sartaj Alag
3 Mrs. Madhu Kochar - Mrs. Rupi Majithea 
4 Col R Gupta - Col M S Pentle
5 Brig V K Sawhney - Col Ramesh Vasudeva

Administrator of the Club Mr Om Pathak meeting the  
Bridge Fraternity on their return to the Bridge Tournaments

(L-R) Lt Gen DR Soni, Amb Gautam Mukhopadhyay, Mr Om Pathak, Lt Gen Ravi Sawhney, Amb G Parthsarthy and Gen Sayed Ata Hussein

CLUB EVENTS
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Tendering & Procurement 
The purpose of 
the Tendering 
& Procurement  
Committee is to 
ensure that the Club 
gets the highest 
quality of desired 
goods and services 

at the best price possible. The purchase 
policy needs to be strengthened to 
streamline the process of procurement 
while maintaining adequate controls.

The Club has a policy of tendering 
every six months. All the tenders 
have expired. We are in the process of 
revising the tender documents for all 
the departments since each has its own 
requirements. We hope to have them all 
out by the second week of November. 
Given the lead time for quotations 
and negotiations, all tenders should be 
finalised by mid December.

For the non-tendered procurement a 
separate process for shortlisting vendors 
is being drawn up. Also a mechanism 
for verifying prices is being put in place 
eg. for electrical/civil items rates are 
being compared with Hippo Stores.

We hope that if we are able to achieve 
the above, a robust and transparent 
purchase process would be in practice.

Vinay Mittal,  
Chairman

Literary
The Delhi 
Gymkhana literary 
Committee has 
traditionally been 
looking after the 
development of, 
and ambience 
within, the library. 
The library is well 

SUB COMMITTEE REPORTS
known for its selection and collection 
of books, including children’s books 
and newspapers and periodicals. There 
is a high footfall of members in the 
reading room and in taking out books. 
It is proposed to strengthen all these 
aspects. New books will continue to be 
purchased in large numbers. We would 
also like to see good additions to Hindi 
literature and those in other languages. 
The children’s section also needs to be 
strengthened. The number of books has 
become too large, hence space needs 
to be created for new books. It is also 
proposed to make accessibility easier 
by having different sections/genres in 
different shelves. The ambience needs to 
be improved because furniture has got 
old.

A book event is held monthly with tea. 
This is quite popular and attendance 
is usually good. It is proposed to 
continue this tradition and increase 
it to bi monthly if possible. One day 
should be largely for authors who are 
gymkhana members and the other day 
for well known authors who may be 
available in Delhi. These also could 
be on ‘thought’ talks on ‘India first’ 
subjects, where we can draw on the 
knowledge and expertise of members/
spouses/colleagues/professors etc. The 
committee will collaborate with other 
committees on the latter aspect. We 
will also examine the possibility of 
collaboration with our affiliated clubs.

A newsletter is normally published 
monthly. This will continue. It will 
now be the task of this committee. It 
will have the traditional letter from the 
President, currently the Administrator. 
It will convey the news/brief reports 
of the activities of the club during the 
month. It is proposed to have a book 
review every month by a member. There 
will be a bridge page and another page 

for news of sports activities. Members 
will be encouraged to share anecdotal 
stories of interest or any literary 
endeavour such as poetry or short story 
etc. There will be a children’s section 
which will carry some news, views and 
other matters of interest to them. An 
attempt will be made to write about 
oldest members and staff, as also, if any 
member or a member of their family 
have received any accolade or made 
some significant achievement.   Perhaps 
members can share stories about their 
children who may be settled in different 
parts of the world.

There used to be many children’s 
activities in the past. An effort will be 
made to revive them in different ways 
and make them an important part of the 
calendar.

An annual literature festival has also 
been held in the last few years. While 
it would entail getting authors of well 
known books to come, it is proposed to 
expand this into a literature cum ideas 
festival to include sessions on India’s 
heritage and culture and the important 
issues of the day. This would be held 
in co ordination with other concerned 
committees.  

Deepak Gupta,  
Chairman 

Education & Skills  
(India First Society) 

Mandate: AN AWARE INDIAN,  
A RESPONSIBLE INDIAN 

Prepare a work plan of activities for 
the promotion 
of education and 
skills at the DGC, 
positioning  DGC 
as a catalyst for 
implementation of 
the New Education 
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Rekha is a common 
Indian name. It is 

also a word meaning ‘a 
line’. ‘Perhaps the oldest 
reference to the word is 
in the Ramayana - the 
Lakshman Rekha, the 
line drawn around the 
hut that Sita was not 

to cross. In the event, she did, and the rest, 
as we all know, is history. Of course, here I 
am talking about the name Rekha and not 
lines and circles. That’s stuff for kids in a 
geometry class.

And again, there are Rekhas and Rekhas. 
For now, let me concentrate on the one and 
only, the seemingly ageless screen goddess, 
and how I met her.

I think it was 1988; I was returning from a 
business trip and had boarded the Air India 
flight at JFK airport in New York. I had an 
aisle seat in the last row of the 747’s upper 
deck. As a habit, I don’t drink or eat much on 
flights.  Flying east, it’s even more important 
to get some rest because one loses so much 
time. In any case, my days of flirting with 
air hostesses and ogling leggy Europeans are 
over. So it’s a pretty set routine - get rid of 
the jacket, tie, shoes, ‘Do not disturb’ sticker 
on the backrest, mask over the eyes, cotton 
wool in the ears. Get a little shut-eye.

When I woke up, the German in the next 
seat was getting ready to disembark - we had 
reached London. The hostess announced 
that transit passengers were to stay on board. 
Unwittingly I shifted to the window seat and 
went back to sleep.

Suddenly there was a commotion. A smart 
young woman had come in and the hostesses 
were fussing over her, falling over each other 
in escorting her to the seat. She came and 
stood by my seat, surveyed the entire cabin as 
an empress would survey her subjects.  “Do 
you mind shifting? I prefer the window seat.” 
She appeared to address no one in particular. 
I could’ve ignored her, but I didn’t.  I was 
in the wrong seat anyway. So I complied 
and she sat down, looking more out of the 
window than at the crowd courting her. She 

The Discovery of Rekha
seemed lost in her own thoughts. Finally, the 
hangers-on left after enquiring a hundred 
times if she needed anything.

I was wondering who she was. The face was 
familiar and yet I couldn’t recall the name. 
I kept glancing sideways and her presence 
bothered me because I couldn’t recognize her. 
Even she turned her head several times and 
smiled vaguely. Obviously, she was waiting 
to be recognized.  May be it bothered her 
too. Without her admirers, she looked so 
vulnerable.

Soon the seat-belt sign went off. Again 
there was a row of callers, some just saying 
hello, others asking for autographs. Several 
times I had to get up so someone could 
have a picture taken with the queen. I 
could’ve asked who she was but didn’t want 
to show my ignorance.  Obviously she was 
important. I sneaked a look at the signatures 
being doled out. It was only a scrawl. God, 
what was happening? Half the passengers in 
the aircraft knew this gorgeous woman, and 
here was this country hick, sitting next to 
her, who didn’t even know her name.

The meal service started. I couldn’t 
concentrate on food. She seemed to be 
enjoying her rice and chicken curry, eating 
with her fingers like a native Madrassi ( 
Tamilian) - for us North Indians, everyone 
below the Vindhyas is a Madrassi.  But of 
course she was a Madrassi!  How could I 
be so naïve? She was none other than the 
famous film star Rekha Ganesan. Still not 
sure of my great discovery, I asked very 
tentatively, “Aren’t you Rekha?” “Indeed, I 
am” she laughed heartily, “I was beginning 
to get a complex; I thought you’ll never 
recognize me. You know, for us filmi folk, 
this is very important. We might say we 
dread it; secretly we love it. We revel in the 
adulation.”

Rest of the flight was really enjoyable. 
Suddenly she was a new person; no aloofness, 
no hauteur; just a normal, sensitive human 
being. This candid superstar turned out to 
be an excellent conversationalist and she 
found a good listener in the next seat.

Krishan Kalra, P-4530

Policy and Skill Development 
Programmes of the Government 
and industry organizations.

Collaborate with other leading 
organizations, government 
agencies and eminent experts 
to promote education and skill 
based initiatives at the DGC.

Based on the needs of the 
stakeholders of DGC, plan 
suitable programmes/workshops 
to improve their skills in 
specialised areas. 

Responsibilities &  Proposed 
plan: 
Identify possible opportunities 
for collaboration as well 
as suitable activities to be 
undertaken through discussion 
and collaborate with leading 
institutions, government 
agencies to identify opportunities 
for developing linkages. 

Action taken till date: 
Subcommittee members are in 
discussion with FICCI, CII  and 
Ministry of Skill Development 
and Entrepreneurship, GOI 
to explore suitable areas of 
collaboration with DGC in the 
arena of Education and Skills.

Organization of a talk on the 
New Education Policy by 
Secretary, Min of Education is  
being planned

Details on food safety 
certification training by FSSAI 
for select F&B staff have been 
obtained.

Dr. Nandini  Sinha  Kapur, 
Chairperson

Note: Reports from other Sub 
Committees will be carried out 
in subsequent issues of Clublife.
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BOOK REVIEW

This is the story of the rise to 
become not only the 11th woman 

to head a Fortune 500 company but 
who was also an immigrant and a 
woman of colour. Although there is 
something personal missing, it is an 
inspirational story of how she raised 
the bar and broke the glass ceiling 
in the tough and manly corporate 

culture of the US. And which has many useful lessons.

She describes in the book how she 
brought her family values, work ethic, 
respect for elders and the system 
from home to the US where she 
imbibed and combined the American 
‘çan-do spirit and must-do sense 
of responsibility’ to succeed. I was 
amazed to read how she worked like 
crazy, got to understand fully new 
areas under her charge with a detailed 
ground understanding and mixed 
‘strategic thinking with operational 
diligence’ to become head of Pepsi 
Co, where she remained for 12 years, 
much longer than her predecessors, 
and took it to new heights in earnings 
and profits.

One reason for this unusually hard 
work was that she was scared not 
to let anybody down and fearing 
the awesome responsibility of a role 
model being put on a pedestal from 
where there can be a steep fall, and for a woman of colour 
amongst largely white males! She did face resentment and 
jealousy too. 

Inevitably there was repeated conflict between fulfilling 
professional duties to advance her career and having to 
stay away from family. She expresses gratitude to her 

husband, for whom always wife and family came first, 
and her parents, who were there as essential support 
systems. She emphasizes the big benefit from the Asian 
multigenerational way of living which should be seen as a 
model for the future.

She emphasized this aspect in corporate governance 
where infrastructure for care must be created. She 
increased maternity leave, created office-site child 
care and introduced flexible working. This needs to be 
worked on in India too. In a broader sense, it signals 
how encouragement and understanding can have positive 
impact on the self-esteem and performance of employees. 
She continuously raises issues concerning women and 
contributed to their cause in many ways, and not only by 
example. 

She seemed ahead of her times when 
she started the new slogan at Pepsi 
of ‘performance with purpose’. She 
engineered a significant shift, not 
without doubts and opposition, in 
Pepsico’s image and product profile. 
This was to emphasise public health 
needs by reducing sugar, salt and 
fat content in the so called ‘junk 
foods’; having healthier beverages; 
buying Quaker Oats; reducing 
significantly water consumption 
and over dependence on plastic 
packaging. She thus embraced 
sustainability, environmental and 
social responsibility, and sought to 
empower associates and communities, 
which all corporate must.

One can consistently see the 
leadership qualities that she exhibited 
worthy of emulation by our corporate 

leaders and yet emphasized the importance of the TEAM.  

Do read this story of a proud Indian who succeeded 
beyond expectation in the US as indeed many other 
Indians are doing now. Let us just bring these lessons and 
achievements home. 

Deepak Gupta
P-4660

My Life in Full 
Work, Family and Future,  
Indira Nooyi, Hachette India, 2021
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EDITORIAL

Ashwajit Singh
Editor 

It has taken nearly 22 months for us to be 
back and realize that memories and memoirs 

never fade!”

Dear Members,

The past one year and a half marked a temporal 
shift in our realities, our behaviour, and our 

outlook. It pushed us closer than ever to the edge of 
existence, inviting us all on a tryst with destiny, with 
the ways of life, and what lies beyond. But, if there 
is anything that the once-in-a-century pandemic has 
taught us, it is the spirit of community, the idea that 
the essence of human existence lies in the service of 
others and in the oneness of humanity. 

As I step into a new innings having been the editor in 
206-08 & later again for the Centenary Coffee Table 
Book, it gives me immense pleasure to be writing to 
a 10000+ strong community of people from all walks 
of life who are a part of Gymkhana Club. On a lighter 
note, with the World Cup fever raging, I know T-20 
is the new format but as a diehard conventional, my 
love for test matches remains. I believe, that with 
more silver in my hair now, I don’t have to bat(tle) the 
fear of the unknown – the pitch, weather, opposition 
strategies something akin to a first innings; but rely 
on the collective wisdom of vibrant club members, 
diverse and versatile in their respective personalities 
and professions who recognise the value of shared, 
meaningful living, as enshrined in the Club’s vision.

Like everyone else, the pandemic has meant restrictions 
on our mobility and a time of utmost anxiety. The 
stress, grief and loss cannot be understated and will 
take years to heal. We lost some our beloved members 

which has created a permanent vacuum in our hearts and 
souls. But, we are sure their ideas will always continue to 
guide and strengthen us in all our endeavours.  

When the going gets tough, the tough gets going. Despite 
a spate of restrictions, be it the suspended Club services 
or limited physical interaction, it was heart-warming 
to see that members exemplified what co-existence 
truly means - not just marked by the physical sharing a 
living space, but by the mutual sharing of responsibility, 
love and hope. Truly, a testimony to the Club’s strong 
commitment to inter-personal cooperation that even the 
sudden shift to the online mode managed to blossom 
new success stories of friendship, support and happiness 
in its cradle. 

The virus may have set a new template on our lives and 
livelihoods but it has not dampened our spirits. Crossing 
the 100 crore vax milestone has been no mean feat and 
with more vaccine options gradually becoming available, 
there is light on the horizon…  more so as the festive 
season surrounds us. As we celebrate Diwali, may the 
festival of light fill your lives with vigour, prosperity and 
eternal brightness. Wishing you all a Happy, Healthy 
and Safe  Diwali! I also take this opportunity to urge 
club members to go #VocalforLocal this festive season 
and do their bit to support…possibly by opting for 
cow dung diyas to help cattle farmers, handmade idols 
to support local craftsmen and decking up homes with 
local flowers & mango leaves... This Diwali let us Insta 
with a difference!   

I look forward to receiving articles and contributions for 
future issues that reflect our members and team’s spirit 
and warmth. At the end, it really does not matter which 
side of the desk we are on, because I know each one of 
us is trying to weave a little of oneself into the tapestry 
which is the rich heritage of the Club. 

Once again, I convey my best regards and wish all 
members, staff & their families, and  everyone associated 
with the Club and look forward to your continued 
support and guidance. While you take centre stage, our 
team will work backstage to document all your efforts 
when the curtain draws…  
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Boys will be boys…

Bored with life at their strict 
Catholic boarding school, six 

teenagers decided to steal a fishing 
boat and sail 5,000 miles away from 
Tonga to Fiji for an adventure. The 
boys – Sione, Stephen, Kolo, Luke, 
David and Mano – ranged from 13 
to 16 years old. 

What followed next didn’t play out like an Enid Blyton 
juvenile adventure. Or even like something out of William 
Golding’s Lord Of The Flies.

When they left the harbour at Nuku’alofa that evening, 
the skies were fair with only a mild breeze. Lacking 
seamanship skills, the runaways had neglected to pack 
adequate provisions or even any navigational aids. They 
also failed to post sea-keeping watches. 

So, of course, later that night, while they were all sleeping, 
a storm broke. It tore their stolen boat’s sail to shreds 
and smashed the rudder. The boys drifted out at sea for 
the next eight days without food and water. Then, they 
spotted an island on the far horizon…

No Pacific paradise of wide sandy beaches and waving 
palm trees, the uninhabited island of Ata was a huge mass 
of mostly rock, jutting up more than a thousand feet from 
the ocean bed. Weak from hunger and thirst, the castaways 
somehow managed to crawl ashore from the wreck of the 
fishing boat. They fed on seabirds’ flesh, blood and eggs 
to quench their thirst and build up strength. Fish and 
coconuts later helped supplement this meager fare.

Climbing to the summit of the island, they later discovered 
an ancient volcanic crater where the early Tongans had 
lived a century before. There the castaways found bananas, 
taro and wild chickens that helped feed them. Using an 
old knife blade and much determination, they built a 
food garden, chicken pens, a makeshift gymnasium and 
badminton court. Despite the chronic shortage of potable 
water, the boys managed to set up a working commune to 
survive on Ata for the next 15 months they spent there.

A signal fire was lit and continuously tended, so that it 
never went out. The boys worked hard in teams of two, 

drawing up a roster for kitchen, garden and guard-the-fire 
duty. Days began and ended with a song and prayer. An 
improvised guitar crafted from driftwood, half a coconut 
shell and six steel wires from the wrecked fishing boat 
provided musical accompaniment that helped keep their 
spirits up.

The teenagers sometimes quarreled, but these arguments 
were usually resolved within strict time limits.  This spirit 
of cooperation stood them in good stead when Stephen 
fell off a cliff and broke his leg. The boys worked together 
to help him up to the top and splinted his leg with sticks 
and leaves.  A doctor who later examined them after their 
eventual rescue marveled at their muscular physiques and 
Stephen’s perfectly healed leg.

The boys were finally rescued on Sunday, 11th September 
1966 when an Australian fishing vessel captained by Peter 
Warner happened to pass by Ata on the journey back 
from Tonga.

Ravi Vaish 
U-2869

Marooned on Ata

DELHI GYMKHANA CLUB
 and

Indian Council of Cultural Relations

Deepawali Celebrations
Request your presence at 

 Kashmir Lawns, Delhi Gymkhana Club 
at 5:15 PM on Sunday 31st Oct, 2021

Deepawali
Happy 
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Struggle on and shine 
You weren’t meant to whine 

Ride that slope 
Don’t quit, Pedal on! 

You can do it! Be strong!
Listen to God! 

Discard the devil! 
Enough harm you’ve done 

To yourself!
Struggle on and shine 
Make up for the time! 

People have gone places 
Don’t stand still 

Wake up! Do something!
See what you are capable of, 

You’ve done some dastardly deeds 
Stop it now! 

Wake up..before it is too late 
Perhaps you will not 

Get another day!
Today is another beautiful day! 

Be happy..feel good! 
Spread the joy! 

Heed the scriptures 
They say it all.. 

This struggle between good and evil 
Will go on!

Balance yourself  
Like on a bike 

You need to move.. 
Or you will fall! 

Keep pedaling, Don’t stall
Huff and puff, Don’t give up! 

You will reach your destination  
Just don’t give up!

Make your parents proud 
Stand out in a crowd 

They are not here anymore 
But they would see you 

From there..
When you meet them 

You can tell them.. 
I’m sorry... I failed you 

I could have done much better 
I was wrong... to blame you!

Forgive me please 
I wish I could have done something  

That would make you proud 
To be a son, Worthy of you!

Thinking of you 
And all the opportunities you gave 

Sadly so many 
Wasted away!

I am sorry for everything  
Sorry for cheating  
Sorry for the lies 

Sorry for the things 
I did..hiding behind
Let me try and be 

A worthy son 
Someone you could proudly say 

There...that’s my son!
You both were wonderful  

I think of you often 
It was so sad 

To see both of you suffer 
I just couldn’t do anything  

To make you better
Thank you for everything  
Everything you gave me 

For all your love.. 
Your daily blessings 

You forgave everything 
Every time 

I know you must have prayed  
So many times

You always wished for my welfare  
My well being 

Some part of you both 
Still shines in me 

I hope I can one day 
Be someone..whom you would say
That’s my son!, I am proud of him!

Jagmit with tears in my eyes
Mr Jagmit Singh 

(P-4432)

Struggle on and ShineSixty Five Years Ago
Let me tell you of 
an old incident:

In 1956 after 
my brilliant 

p e r f o r m a n c e 
at the Basic 
Mounta inee r ing 
Course at HMI 
Darjeeling under 

Tenzing Norgay I was selected to join 
India’s first major expedition to the 25000 
feet high Saser Kangri in Ladakh led by 
Major Nandu Jayal. All other members 
were highly experienced Instructors of 
the Institute. 

For this I had to reach Leh by an IAF 
Dakota from Srinagar. Those days 
Dakotas were not fitted with Sky 
Master  engines and could fly only upto 
14500 feet.

During the flight we had to cross the 
14000 feet high Zoji La pass surrounded 
by high peaks. Thus Zoji La could be 
crossed only in fair weather when there 
were no clouds over the pass. 

We flew upto Zoji La pass for six days 
but had to turn back after seeing the pass 
covered with clouds. Only on the 7th 
day we succeeded. 

Those days there was no airport in Leh. 
We landed in an open field and were soon 
surrounded by several locals looking like 
people on the moon. 

We were the second team of civilised 
people from outside to enter Ladakh. 
Women were topless and hospitality was 
at its peak. We were invited to scattered 
houses and offered lassi free of charge. 

One unforgettable sight was of Leh’s 
queen sitting majestically on a double 
humped camel. It still remains my most 
memorable visit to Ladakh. 

Captain MS Kohli 
P-0694
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This article is part of our ‘Lockdown Diary’, where we 
invite women to share their experiences at home during the 
COVID-19 lockdown.

The year 2019 had been extremely satisfying in terms 
of travel – I had ticked Japan, Vietnam, Udaipur, 

San Francisco, a detox retreat and more off my bucket 
list. And so, having been a solo traveller for the past few 
years, and loving it, the news of coronavirus came as a 
dampener.

But I sensed that COVID-19 would spread worldwide, so 
I made no reservations for 2020. Being invited to display 
my paintings at an exhibition in January was a heaven-
sent opportunity. Not only did I sell out, my concept of 
spiritual paintings that heal and manifest triggered a huge 
demand.

I had self-studied how art can heal different ailments and 
started practising the techniques. Word got around and I 
found myself taking personal classes for all age groups. One 
person began to sleep better, another manifested savings 
through a painting done with me. One of my paintings 
changed the energy of another client’s home; the change 
was so palpable that even their guests would comment on 
it. So here I was, in my 40s, starting something new.

And then the lockdown happened.

I decided to use the opportunity to paint more. Initially, 
the weather was lovely, and the air was clean, so I did 
my painting outdoors. But soon, it got warmer and my 
art supplies dwindled. In fact, my first painting’s colours 
were decided on the basis of what I had in stock.

When schools went online, I saw an opportunity and 
asked stationers to source me paints and it worked. I 
picked up all their available canvases too (enough for 
a year).  I have now completed five paintings and am 
working on my sixth.

I paint spiritual Vastu Shastra and Feng Shui compliant 
paintings that heal and manifest, so colour plays a huge 
role. Different colours manifest and heal in different 
ways. For example, red brings out the fire element so it’s 
positive for someone who needs a push but avoidable for 
someone with rage issues.

LOCKDOWN DIARY: CREATING ART THAT UPLIFTS, 
AND HEALING MYSELF IN THE PROCESS

My paintings are a yantra, a spiritual tool for a speedy 
shift, certified by colour readers and vastu experts. Ideally, 
one should meditate facing the painting daily to power it. 
These are aesthetic yet extremely functional.

Earlier it would take me two months to complete a 
painting due to all the distractions. The lockdown has 
helped streamline things. I either paint or teach art that 
manifests online. There is a lot of gratitude. It gives me 
my ikigai (a sense of purpose) and structure.

Besides, since these colours are healing, I absorb the 
energies first. Being a history buff, researching the god 
or goddess I am painting is also very intriguing for me. 
I am happy that my childhood hobby has manifested 
into my profession. I am now aiming for a solo show this 
upcoming Diwali. 

The day I paint, I’m in a high life condition. Everything 
else ceases to matter. I sleep better than I have in eons, and 
days just melt. Time has flown past due to this during the 
lockdown. Apart from painting, cooking and doing inner-
work workshops have kept me busy. For entertainment, I 
have re-discovered Scrabble and Ludo online. Every night 
the only thought I have is that I wish I could fit in more.

by Malvika Sehgaal Kaura
U-3078
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When the Pace(i)fying Blue turned an 
Electrifying Green…  

A sudden trip to watch 
history repeat itself for the 

much-anticipated Indo-Pak 
match in Dubai was NOT to 
be…

Cricket World Cup – India Vs 
Pakistan - Match 13. Will it 
be lucky for Pakistan? Or will 
India make it 13-0? Having 
got tickets just two days before 
the match, just like any other 
diehard Indian cricket crazy 
fan, I was hoping to continue 
my Mohali luck of 2011 and 
took the earliest flight out. 
But, I guess India’s unbeaten 
run against their cross-border 
opponents had to end at some 
stage. And, with 13 balls to 
spare in the 13th match, don’t 
know if the number itself 
spelled an omen.

It was a tough defeat to 
stomach for India and the 
fans alike. Like many others 
I witnessed the electrifying 
atmosphere of the packed 
stadium earlier dominated by 
the spirited blues who heavily 
outnumbered the greens at 
the start only to gradually give 
way to the greens. With every 
over, the blues became more 
subdued and, one could only 
see green jerseys everywhere… 

The Ashes may be the oldest 
rivalry in cricket but when it 
comes to passion and eyeballs, there is no denying that 
everything pales in comparison to Indo-Pak matches. 

With all the hype in the field and excitement among fans, 

the face-offs have given us some 
of the most memorable mauka 
mauka glorifying our unbeaten 
run at the World Cup matches. 
Those will have to rest in peace 
for now… 

We may have been totally 
outclassed in every department 
of the game that day, but our 
sporting spirit won. Watching 
the Indian skipper shake hands 
with Babar & Rizwan post-
match was a gesture that just 
reiterated that sports is beyond 
politics and religion. It is the 
same moon for both Eid and 
Karwachauth (being celebrated 
coincidentally that day) and, 
with RAM in Ramzan and ALI 
in DiwALI, the 3-letters can 
teach us a lot … The bonhomie 
and camaraderie of the stadium 
that day surely stood unbeaten!  

With 5 Covid-19 tests in 3 
days I, like, many other cricket 
crazy fans in Dubai, perhaps 
ended up having the cleanest 
nostrils but poor luck with 
the match result… Etched in 
memory now albeit maybe for 
the wrong reasons, the high-
octane encounter ended. With 
a flight to catch home post-
match, I recollected interesting 
match conversations with 
many Pakistani cab drivers 
who were pretty sure of India’s 

win.  In fact, one of them even promised to take us home 
free in case Pak won but I guess now it was NOT to be….  

Ashwajit Singh
P-5473
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An ocean of ignorance 
Tidal waves of indifference 

A few drops sustain compassion and 
charity 

In such a situation, tell us Gandhi Ji 
How must we retain faith in 

humanity?

Mountains worth of sins 
Just where to begin? 

Greed is mankind’s linchpin 
Hatred stems deep from within

Conventional conceptions command us 
Same-sex affection invites a big fuss 

and little teenage boys say “That’s us.” 
Ah, where to begin

These mindsets seem to be built-in. 
How can we fathom a change 

Where to Begin When it is welcomed with as much gusto 
As did our tragic traditional Okonkwo??

Women, how long can they take it 
The cat-calling induced by, of course, their outfit 

Rape cases shine the spotlight on the pitiable victim 
The perpetrator hidden in plain sight - why not depict him?!

School children who know better 
Become taciturn and hushed regretters 

Powerless at home where their pushy families 
Demean and derogate the different ‘ese ‘ 

Chinese, japanese and how the blacks cause disease

To change the future is reaching for the stars 
But the ones who constructed the glass calling 

With a satisfied smile, dust their palms 
Where to begin? Well, let me tell you 

Grab your hammers 
Because we’re breaking these shackles.

-Mehek Anand (U 2125)
D/o Arjun and Meenakshi Anand

BOOK CLUB MEET
Mr SP Rawal in conversation with Lady Kishwar Desai on the occasion of launch of his book Open Past, Open Future: My 
Journey Across the Borders of the Mind and Nations at an event held at Centenary Bar on 22nd October

(L-R) Mrs Ketki Luthra, Mr Sidhartha Luthra, Mr SP Rawal, Mrs Chandni Luthra, Lady Kishwar Desai and Mr Deepak Gupta
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From the Club Archives

Library – Winter Timings
With effect from Monday the 01st November 
2021, The Library, Reading Rooms and Cyber 
Center Timings will be as under:

LIBRARY

Monday to Saturday : 10.30 am to  1.30 pm 
  3:30 pm to 7:30 pm

Sundays & Gazetted : 11 am to 3:00 pm 
Holidays

MAIN READING ROOM:

Monday to Sunday : 10.00 am to 8.30 pm 
& Gazetted Holidays

Closed Holidays : 4.30 pm to 8.30 pm

CHILDRENS’ READING ROOM & CYBER 
CENTRE:

Monday to Sunday : 10.00 am to 8.30 pm 
& Gazetted Holidays

Closed Holidays : 4.30 pm to 8.30 pm

NOTICE
Delhi Gymkhana Club Bye Laws: Dress Code

(Vide Resolution 3(A) dt 3rd August 2016)
Good dressing speaks of a good personality for all ages. Even 
children should be encouraged to dress up well while visiting the 
Club.
Following guidelines will be adhered to strictly, and any 
violation will result in warning letter. Repeated violations will 
call for disciplinary action. No member is to argue with club 
staff when corrected politely.

(a) All dining Places, Library, All Bars, excluding PUB-1913, 
Card Rooms, Billiards Room and the Lounges

• Lounge Suit / Combination / Bandhgala
• Jodhpuri Coat & Trouser
• Safari Suit, Bush Shirt / T-Shirt and Trouser (Straight Bottom 

with Vertical Side Slits) and Trouser
• Trouser with Chinese / Collared Shirt (Tucked inside)
• National dress, Achkans with Chooridar, Dhoti Kurta, Salwar 

kameez, Pyjama Kurta preferably with Nehru Jacket.
• Polo neck sweaters with jackets (only during winters)

(b) For Dance Floor / Special Occasions (X Mas, New Year etc)
• Lounge Suit / Combination with tie / Bandhgala
• Jodhpuri Coat & Trouser
• Trouser with Collared Shirt (Tucked inside)

(c) Attire for Kashmir Lawns/ Rose Garden / CCD / PUB1913
• Sports Attire permitted restricted to the area
• Chappals, Shorts, round neck T-shirt etc not permitted at all

Visit to the Club by Mr. 
Tenzing Norgay, the first man 
(along with Sir Edmund 
Hillary) to conquer Mt 
Everest on 29 May 1953. The 
photograph in front of the 
Club main building is dated 
28.6.53, i.e. exactly a month 
after the duo conquered the 
world’s highest mountain.

“I was 7 years old enjoying 
a swim with a few friends 
when word came that Mr. 
Norgay, was in the Club. 
We disregarded all club rules 
and ran across the Kashmir 
Lawns to meet the great 
man. The photo shows us in 
our swimming costume, still 
dripping water.”

Photo Courtey: Air Marshal 
Subash Bhojwani
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On passing away of those cherished DGC Members who departed from the 
shores of life, the Club Fraternity solemnly pays its respects and condolences

1 Shri Bahadur Chand E-0088
2 Mer Arun Mehta M-0026
3 Col D L Kapur M-0021
4 Mr Harkripal Singh M-0014
5 Mr Surjit S Madan P-1638
6 Late Shri Vineet Kumar Bhatia, IRS P-2894
7 Sardar Sohan Singh Anand P-0688
8 Maj Avtar Krishan Sethi (Retd.) P-0433
9 Dr R S Garkal P-0555
10 Mr Kanwal Nath P-5410
11 Lt Col Prithpal Singh P-2655
12 Mr N N Jha P-0307
13 Mr Jagdish Chandra P-1152
14 Mr M L Mongia P-1942
15 Col S K Dutt P-2247
16 Mr Atul Razdan P-1229
17 Mr Thiri Posaw P-0464
18 Maj K C Johorey P-2169
19 Air Cmde J M Sil P-2887
20 Dr D P Sharma P-4632
21 Mr Sunil Ahuja P-0781
22 Mr Surendra K Jain P-2522
23 Mr Virendra Singh Jafa P-2652
24 Mr K K Zutshi, IPS(Retd) P-3271
25 Mr Anil Prakash P-5030
26 Mr Nalni Dhar Jayal P-0118
27 Late Cmde I K Erry, I.N. (Retd) P-0904
28 Mr Arun Chandak P-4169
29 Dr B K Vohra P-1373
30 Late Mr Vinod Kumar Misra P-2061
31 Late Lt Gen P C Mankotia P-2703
32 Mr Gajendra Haldea P-4329
33 Mr Pradeep Mohan P-3144
34 Mr Raj Kumar Shastri P-0130
35 Brig H S Kapur P-1452
36 Mr Adarsh Kishore Saxena P-4610
37 Mr Ranjit Sethi P-0630
38 Mr Kaushlendra Prasad P-3304
39 Mr R S Mamik P-4831
40 Mrs Anjani Nair P-4765
41 Mr P Narayanan P-2347
42 Mr Robindra Nath Palit P-2241
43 Mr V K Malhotra P-3752
44 Mrs Ashok Mehta P-3799

S.No Name M/Ship No

45 Mr Rajendra Rajendra P-3453
46 Mr P K Chopra P-5516
47 Maj Vijay Chandra Verma(Retd) P-4395
48 Shri Amrit Sagar Puri P-0979
49 Mr Mahesh Dutt Sharma P-2854
50 Mr M L Kampani P-2245
51 Mr Shamsher Singh Vasudeva P-1658
52 Mr D S Kandhari P-3543
53 Lt Col Ravinder Singh Bedi P-4382
54 Mr M L Wadhawan P-3443
55 Dr (Mrs) Raj Kohli P-3297
56 Dr M S Nanda P-0547
57 Col Anil Kochhar (Retd) P-2910
58 Shir Ravish Kohli P-1908
59 Shri H M Singh P-1869
60 Col Sandeep Dhawan (Retd) P-3601
61 AVM Surinder Mohan Mayor P-2094
62 Shri J N Roy P-2000
63 Mr B S Dhiman P-4902
64 Maj Gen P Dutta P-5019
65 Mr Suresh Kumar Sharma P-1708
66 Air Commodore R S Rana (Retd) P-0411
67 Shri Sarvajit Singh P-1486
68 Maj Gen Ramesh C Chopra P-0366
69 Bhai Balbir Singh P-1667
70 Mr Anil Madan P-3933
71 Shri V K Jain P-3698
72 Mr R K Ohri P-1609
73 Mr Ashok Kumar P-6165
74 Mr Arinder Singh Wadhwa P-7102
75 Mr Ramesh Suri P-0738
76 Brig S P Bhandari P-2733
77 Mr Vinod Tandon P-4887
78 Mr Sanjiv Sundar P-2352
79 Mr Suresh Monga P-6960
80 Mr Mohinder Kapur P-2596
81 Shri Tarun Roy P-1894
82 Mr Kailash Kumar Dilwali P-4297
83 DIG Debesh Banerjee P-3644
84 Brig Yashpal Singh Mohan (Retd) P-5028
85 Mr Vinay Kumar Verma P-5276
86 Mr Arvind Vasant Karnik P-0652
87 Mr Siddharth Shriram P-0747
88 Mr Ranjit Mathur P-2158

S.No Name M/Ship No
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Absence of spiritual wisdom is the cause of All Sorrow.

On passing away of those cherished DGC Members who departed from the 
shores of life, the Club Fraternity solemnly pays its respects and condolences

89 Shri Sushil C Tripathi P-3137
90 Dr Madan Mohan P-1763
91 Dr Anand Prakash P-1753
92 Capt Sundeep Blaggana U-2473
93 Col Narinder Kumar P-2387
94 Shri Vishnu Bhagwan P-3239
95 Shri C L Bhatia P-3780
96 Capt Sunil Batra P-1765
97 Mrs Neeru Batra P-17565S
98 Mr Inderjit Vijh P-5071
99 Mrs Usha Vijh P-5071S
100 Shri GS Sial P-2480
101 Cdr Satish Subberwal P-1988
102 Mr Aditya Barna Mittra P-4111
103 Wg Cdr Vijay Mehra P-2182
104 Mr Yog Raj Celly P-0031
105 Mr Sarvdaman Sachdev P-2110
106 Ambassador Vinod Kumar P-0541
107 Lt Gen Prikshat Raj Puri P-2207
108 Mr Rupendra Mukherji P-2821
109 Mr Ram Chandra Nirula P-5446
110 Mrs Kamal Bhambri P-6009
111 Mr Pradeep Kumar P-7266
112 Mr Sudarshan Kumar Bhutani P-1440
113 Mr H K Mahajan P-1630
114 Dr Aditya Vikram Shaunik P-3861
115 Mr Gurdev Singh Dhindsa P-0075
116 Mrs Komal Dhindsa P-0075S
117 Mr H S Rastogi P-2823
118 Mr Anand Prakash P-5237
119 Dr J S Mathur P-5445
120 Mr Rajiva Ranjan Singh P-5358
121 Mr A K Luthra P-1605
122 Dr Bhupinder Singh IAS (Retd) P-2179
123 Mr Rashid Khalid Kidwai P-4906
124 Lt Col M S Sethi P-2613
125 Mr K B S Chopra P-4897
126 Mrs K M Puri P-0979S
127 Shri Soli J Sorabjee P-2227
128 Mr Mahesh Prasad P-1926
129 Shri S M Warty P-1960
130 Col S P Anand P-2139
131 Mr S P Singh P-4839
132 Mr Shashi Singh P-4839S

133 Maj Kewal Krishen Mehta P-0964
134 Dr P K Chaudhuri P-1370
135 Maj Gen R N Kapoor P-2557
136 Mr Avinash Singh Grewal P-1502
137 Mr Peter Shanti Malik P-0500
138 Maj J S Manhas P-2005
139 Mr L Man Singh P-2796
140 Brig R K Bose P-0507
141 Mrs K Shamsher Singh L-0097
142 Mrs Fatima Qureshi L-2043
143 Mrs Pramilla Dhawan L-0990
144 Mrs Asha Bahadur L-2048
145 Mrs Usha Kapur L-0755
146 Mrs Lalit Tuli L-0796
147 Mrs Mridula Mahendroo L-2137
148 Mrs Leela Vohra L-0088
149 Mrs Deepa Varshnei U-1788
150 Dr Anurag Singh U-2803
151 Mr Ajay khullar U-3454
152 Mr Rohit Diesh U-2636
153 Mrs Rana Jasjit G-5625
154 Mr V K Chanana P-1581
155 (Col) Dr Virendra Pratap Singh P-6225
156 Mrs Swarn Sondhi L-0583
157 Mrs Kamini Mehra E-0135
158 Shri Y K Digvijay Singh P-0213
159 Mrs Shakti Mehta L-1032
160 Mrs Prem Mahendra L-1612
161 Justice Arun B Saharya E-0094
162 Mr Amit Gupta U-0639S
163 Mrs Shashi Mehta P-1147S
164 Mr S C Grover P-1575
165 Mr P K Nanda P-1288
166 Mrs Nayana Aggarwal L-1250
167 Dr Asha Kapadia L-1134
168 Mr B N Goswamy P-1385
169 Mrs Indu Goswamy P-1385S
170 Mr Avtar Singh Rikhy P-0519
171 Mr Raman Mahajan P-6254
172 Mr A R Deo P-2483
173 Mr Sushil Nanda P-6084
174 Mrs Rama Mohan L-0843
175 AVM Samir Kumar Sen P-0994
176 Mrs Prem Gupta L-0247
177 Prof D S Varma P-3592

S.No Name M/Ship No S.No Name M/Ship No
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The following employees have been declared “Employee of the 
Month” for the period from Feb to Sept 2021 for their sincerity, 
dedication and hardwork. As a token of appreciation they were 
awarded with a certificate and a cash prize of Rs.2000/- each. 

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

STAFF RETIREMENT

Mr Santosh Kumar Yadav, Security Supervisor

Mr Sanjay Massey, Asstt Accountant

Mr Vijay Shankar Sharma, Kitchen Service Steward

Mr Anil Kumar Sharma, AC Mechanic 

We also wish the following staff all the very best on 
their retirement:
Mrs Uma Bagal, Cashier
Mr Pani Ram, Sr Abdar
Mr Bhuwan Chandra Upadhyay, Asstt Mgr (Catering)
Mr Mahinder Kumar, Asstt Manager
Mr Kushala Ram, Sr Kitchen Store Assistant

The following employees retired / resigned since 
January 2021 after rendering meritorious service of 
three to four decades. We wish them and their families 
a very healthy and happy retired life.

Mrs Babli Sharma, Sr Bills Assistant; Mr Harish 
Chander, Incharge Reception; Mr Gajanand Goswami, 
Head Gardner

Mrs Shakuntala Sharma, Sr Bills Assistant

ACHIEVEMENTS

Manav Singh s/o Mr. Niraj Singh & Dr. 
Savita Singh, U1876 has been selected 
for admission into Yale University, 
USA. Creditable! Manav Singh is the 
grandson of Mr. SP Rawal, P-6373. 
Mr. Rawal’s other grandchildren are 
studying at Harvard and Oxford. A 
proud grandfather. 


